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INTRODUCTION
In 2014, the Centre for Biodiversity Genomics (CBG), formerly known as the Biodiversity Institute of
Ontario (BIO), worked in collaboration with the Ontario Ministry of Natural Resources and Forestry, and
Ontario Parks to conduct a large-scale arthropod survey to further explore Canadian species diversity
using DNA barcoding.
The project addresses the current lack of a systematic approach for tracking shifts in the species
composition of terrestrial communities in response to environmental disturbance or global climate
change. By contrast, water quality assessments are routinely based on surveys of the species composition
of freshwater invertebrates. Historically, assessments of terrestrial environments have lacked a standard
protocol to derive a biotic index, and instead have generally relied on surveys of a few indicator taxa (e.g.,
birds, vascular plants) supplemented by qualitative habitat assessments. The use of indicator taxa
disregards an important reality – most species in terrestrial ecosystems are arthropods.
Past efforts to include arthropods in terrestrial assessments have faced two serious barriers: ineffective
sampling due to habitat complexities, and unreliable tools for species identification. The latter barrier has
now been circumvented by DNA barcoding, a method that utilizes sequence variation in a standardized
gene fragment to rapidly sort and objectively differentiate species (Hebert et al., 2003). This approach
also makes it possible to carry out large-scale sampling programs and provides a time- and cost-efficient
approach for biodiversity assessments.
The Ontario Provincial Parks (OPP) Malaise Program used Malaise traps to collect arthropods from 52
sampling sites in 51 provincial parks in Ontario (Figure 1). These tent-like structures are effective at
capturing insects from various groups and are easily deployed and cost-effective. Results from this
program will provide an initial assessment of the arthropod diversity within parks in Ontario. And over the
long term, this project will contribute to the creation of a complete DNA barcode library for all eukaryote
species that occur in Canada.
A minimum of one trap was deployed at each sampling site in early spring 2014, with some parks having
multiple collecting sites. Samples were collected on a two-week rotation for a total of twenty weeks of
collection, resulting in ten samples collected at each site. Samples were preserved in 95% ethanol and
then held at -20° C for storage. Two processing protocols were followed to recover the barcode region of
the cytochrome c oxidase I (COI) gene.
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Figure 1. Map and list of sampling sites
involved in the OPP Malaise Program 2014.
Colours indicate the processing protocol
followed to recover DNA barcodes from
samples (see Figure 2).
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Figure 2. Schematic diagram showing trap sample processing with two different workflows; (A) bulk
sample analysis and (B) individual specimen analysis. A subset of samples was processed using a
combination of both protocols.
The majority of trap samples were processed using bulk sample analysis in which all specimens within a
bottle are analyzed together, without pre-sorting. Each bottle underwent DNA barcode analysis to
determine and record species occurrences within each sample (Figure 2A). For a subset of 22 sites, half of
the trap samples were processed using individual specimen analysis (Figure 2B). Samples were sorted and
specimens were arrayed, labeled, databased, and tissue sampled for genetic analysis. This second
approach allows for the recovery and imaging of voucher specimens after lab processing, resulting in a
reference library for the bulk samples. The barcode sequences, specimen images and collateral data are
stored in the Barcode of Life Data Systems (BOLD; www.boldsystems.org). Results obtained using the
individual specimen protocol are publicly available in the BOLD data set, ‘Ontario Provincial Park Malaise
Program 2014’ at DS-OPPMP (doi:10.5883/ DS-OPPMP). Barcoded specimens were assigned to an existing
or new Barcode Index Number (BIN), a proxy for a formal Linnean species name, as outlined by
Ratnasingham & Hebert (2013; see an example BIN page, for the monarch butterfly, at
dx.doi.org/10.5883/BOLD:AAA9566). Identifications were assigned using the BOLD ID Engine
(http://boldsystems.org/index.php/IDS_OpenIdEngine) where possible, allowing preliminary species
inventories to be completed for each park and facilitating comparisons among them.
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RESULTS
The barcode analysis of Malaise trap samples collected from 45 provincial parks in 2014 was completed
by Fall 2017. In total, 454 bi-weekly samples were analyzed; 344 using the bulk sample protocol and 110
using the individual specimen protocol. The bulk analysis approach analyzed approximately 744.7K
specimens (based on the known sample averages) and resulted in 186,539 BIN occurrence records; the
individual specimen approach resulted in a total of 256,655 specimens analyzed in total with 170,067
gaining barcode sequences that qualified for BIN assignment. The combined analysis between the two
protocols revealed a total of 23,834 BINs. Just over half the BINs captured were flies (Diptera), followed
by bees, ants and wasps (Hymenoptera), moths and butterflies (Lepidoptera), and beetles (Coleoptera;
Figure 3).

Figure 3. Taxonomic breakdown of BINs collected by Malaise traps in 45 provincial parks in Ontario.
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The Chao species estimate (Chao et al., 2005)
suggests that approximately 26,412 BINs are
present in these sites and could be collected
with this method if sampling effort was
extended (Figure 4). When investigating the
abundance data for samples analyzed using the
individual specimen protocol, the usual ‘hollow
curve’ species abundance pattern was
observed, with a few species represented by
many individuals (239 species with >100
individuals) – including 9618 individuals of
Entomobrya nivalis, a species of springtail – and
a large number of species with few individuals
(5492 singletons; Figure 5).
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Figure 4. BIN accumulation curve for all specimens
collected in the OPP Malaise Program.
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Figure 5. Lognormal species abundance curve showing the total
BINs within each log2 abundance frequency interval (abundance
data obtained using individual specimen analysis only).

The number of BINs detected from a single
site ranged from a low of 884 at Port
Burwell Provincial Park (PP) to a high of
4492 at Murphy’s Point PP (Figure 6).
Approximately 37.7% of BINs were only
found in a single park while 18 BINs were
found in all 45 parks. The proportion of
BINs that were only collected at a single
park (i.e. unique BINs) also varied with
Emily PP having less than 3% unique BINs
while Ojibway Prairie PP had nearly a
quarter of its BINs only detected at that
site.
In total, 2248 arthropod species were
named; 99.9% were assigned at least to
family, and 53.8% of the BINs were
assigned to a genus.
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Figure 6. Total BINs generated and proportion of unique BINs detected at each sampling site.
Numbers and parks codes correspond to legend in Figure 1.
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Specimens collected from the OPP Malaise Program represent 206 different families and 1549 genera.
Approximately 76.9% of the specimens currently lack a species name, but it will be possible to identify
them later as the barcode reference library becomes more complete.
The geographic distance between sampling sites ranged from less than 4km to 620km. This distance
between parks partially explained (R2= 0.26) the variation observed for similarity in species composition
between parks. For instance, the two parks closest together, Balsam Lake PP and Indian Point PP, had a
relatively high similarity index of 0.355; in contrast, Sandbanks PP and Rondeau PP, which are 412km
apart, had a higher similarity index of 0.363. Similarly, the two parks with the largest distance between
them – Charleston Lake PP and Ojibway Prairie PP – had a similarity index of 0.211, the same value
calculated for Johnston Harbour PP and Pinery PP which are only 80km apart. This negative association of
geographic distance and similarity index is more apparent when investigating parks within the same
ecoregion (Figure 7). Distance accounted for 62% of the spatial heterogeneity observed between parks in
the Boreal Shield. However, it had a smaller effect on parks in the Lake Simcoe-Rideau and Lake Erie
Lowland ecoregions which are both part of the Mixed Wood Plains Ecozone of Canada.
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Figure 7. Species
similarity (based on
Sorensen similarity index)
between site pairs within
the same ecoregions.
Map displays parks within
ecoregion boundaries of
southern Ontario.
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As the reference library for Canadian arthropods matures, the ability to conduct comprehensive terrestrial
diversity assessments will strengthen. The next step involves sampling diverse environments and
disturbance regimes, as well as to examine replicate samples. Ultimately, this will allow the calculation of
a standardized terrestrial biotic index that can assist with determining the ecological effects of land
management practices.
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APPENDICES
Appendix 1. Neighbour-joining tree of representative specimens from each BIN collected by Malaise traps
in the Ontario Provincial Parks Malaise Program 2014 (colourized based on taxonomic order).
Appendix 2. Image library of 23,283 (out of 23,834) BIN representatives collected in the Ontario Provincial
Parks Malaise Program (in alignment with Appendix 1).
Appendix 3. Complete list of taxonomy and BINs collected in the Ontario Provincial Parks Malaise
Program (in alignment with Appendix 1).
Appendix 4. List of individual reports for each Provincial Park involved, including names of their main
contacts, in the Ontario Provincial Parks Malaise Program.
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